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Introduction
Welcome to our first issue of Aluminati for 2016! We’re
well into the year now and plenty has happened already.
Last month, we were privileged to host Juliet Bourke,
renowned diversity expert from Deloitte Australia, who
offered insights from her new book Which two heads
are better than one? on why diverse teams are better
teams. We’ve also welcomed two new partners to the
firm. We would like to congratulate Karel Bakkes in
consulting and Richard Beauchamp in actuarial services.
In this issue, we chat with the CFO of Spark, Jolie
Hodson, who was also a finalist in the Deloitte Top 200
CFO of the Year Award category last year. Beginning
as a graduate in our audit team in 1992, Jolie now
manages high levels of risk and ambiguity for New
Zealand’s largest digital services company in a time
where the digital market continues to change rapidly.
We also sit down with former corporate finance partner
Paul Callow - one of the instrumental figures in starting
the annual Deloitte Energy Excellence Awards which
is now in its seventh year. Now retired, Paul shows no
signs of slowing down. He sits on the board of Unison
Networks Limited and runs a successful clay target
shooting business.
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You may be interested in reading more about
our Millennial Survey which surveyed over 7,000
Millennials and reflected a loyalty challenge for
employers in retaining this new generation of leaders.
Make sure you join our Deloitte New Zealand Alumni
group on LinkedIn where you can be kept up-to-date on
events and news and link up with your fellow alumni!
If you have an update for our next issue, please email
us at nzalumni@deloitte.co.nz
Happy reading!
The Deloitte Alumni team
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One bright spark

Jolie Hodson
Chief Financial Officer at Spark New Zealand

As CFO of Spark, Jolie Hodson is taking the lead, not only in one of New Zealand’s
most iconic companies, but in a time of rapid change. She is also getting ready for
her switch to CEO of Spark Digital later this year. Having worked at Deloitte from
1992 to 2000, she credits our firm for honing her skills in financial management
and the ability to deal with rapid and ongoing change – something she’s
confronted with on a daily basis.
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What does it take to succeed in your role in such
a large company?
To be successful in any leadership role, you need to
be able to create a belief in what’s possible and a
clear roadmap to achieve those possibilities. You need
to communicate your plans with your stakeholders
internally and externally and use your roadmap to frame
all your business decisions.
You also need the collective courage to step towards
challenges and embrace necessary change – many
businesses understand the challenges they need to
address, but not all of them truly make the tough
choices needed to succeed. In my view, the experience
you gain from making tough choices and the agility it
creates within a business far outweighs the risks. I’ve
consistently applied this approach to my own career,
looking for roles and opportunities that pushed me
outside my comfort zone.
Finally, it’s about having a great team around you!
Ultimately it’s people who achieve outcomes, so
empowering your team to deliver and creating
development opportunities is an important part of
building a successful team.
As CFO of the country’s largest digital services
provider, what are the biggest challenges you
face on a regular basis?
As we complete the first phase of our transformation
from a telecommunications company to a
future-oriented, digital services company, there are
significant challenges ahead. Firstly, we need to ensure
we maintain earnings momentum and generate
sufficient free cash flow as we transition from legacy
products to new sources of growth. Secondly, it’s about
ensuring we invest in the foundations for the future
and in solutions that enable our customers to unleash
their potential. Finally, businesses in the digital age
need to speed up, try new things, be prepared to learn
fast, pivot quickly and move on when necessary. For
CFOs, this approach means managing greater levels of
ambiguity and risk.
Since you’ve joined Spark, the company has
gone through a period of transformation, with
Lightbox now included in your services. What
impact has an addition like this had on the
company and your role in it?
In adding Lightbox, we needed to understand a new
category in media and a product that was primarily the
province of early-adopters. Since we launched in 2014,

Jolie Hodson, CFO of Spark, believes the experience gained from
making tough choices far outweighs the potential risks from doing so.
we’ve created a strong brand with good quality content.
We’ve had to learn quickly and be prepared to adapt
given the market is already very different from when
we launched and will continue to rapidly evolve and
fragment.
Where do you see Spark heading in the future?
Spark is already well into the next phase of its strategy.
It’s aiming to become a brand that more customers love
and value, while creating sustainable financial growth
and making a difference to New Zealand’s success
in an increasingly digital world. As a New Zealand
company, Spark is focused on a single country, so we’re
committed to enabling more New Zealanders to grow,
make, learn and live a digital life.
What’s the biggest misconception people have
about being a CFO?
There are still the occasional tongue in cheek comments
that the role is about ‘counting the beans’ - something
more the style of the chief accountant roles of the past.
CFO roles are more comprehensive than that, requiring
you to develop strategy, engage both external and
internal stakeholders, drive performance and lead the
business through change in a much more holistic way.
Anything else you’d like to add about your
current role or time at Deloitte?
Deloitte has continued to grow and evolve as a business
over the last decade and like all businesses, you are
faced with the same challenges in relation to digital
disruption. It was great to see that in your December
issue of Aluminati you’re thinking about this and how
you can help your clients navigate this space with
Deloitte Digital.
Which Alumnus would you like to see
profiled?
Send your suggestions for the next edition to
nzalumni@deloitte.co.nz
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High energy
The way Deloitte treats its
graduates from day one is
something that many
companies could learn from
Jono Brent
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Jono Brent, CEO of the power industry contracting firm, Connetics,
believes companies could take a lesson or two from the way Deloitte treats
its graduates. Having left the firm in 2003, Jono still looks back at his days
with Deloitte fondly, recalling the relationships he formed and the
graduate induction as highlights. We chatted with him about what he took
from the firm that set him in good stead for his future career.
services when you’re in business yourself. I have used
this approach for staff management ever since. If you
make the place a great place to work, people are going
to want to work for you and are probably going to want
to stay.

Jono Brent, CEO of Connetics

When were you at Deloitte and what was
your role?
I started at Deloitte in 1999, in what was then the
business advisory services team that produced financial
statements and tax returns. After two and a half years,
I applied for a new role in the corporate finance team
working for Paul Munro, which I stayed in until I left
Deloitte at the end of 2003.
What’s one of the best pieces of advice
you’ve heard?
On day one of the graduate recruitment programme
our chairman at the time - John Hagen - stood up
and said that we expected to keep you for four years
only. Everyone was quite shocked by that and was left
wondering ‘Why don’t they want to keep us forever?’
But he went on to say that the next four years are
going to be so good that if you choose to leave, you’ll
come back to Deloitte one day or you’ll use Deloitte’s

What stands out about Deloitte compared to
other companies you’ve worked with?
The way that Deloitte treats its graduates from the start
is something that many companies could learn from.
From day one, it felt like you were a valued member
of the team, but you were also given lots of individual
responsibility. It was expected that as a graduate you
would step up and take on new challenges both on a
work front but also in terms of leading cultural, sporting
or social aspects of the company.
What skills did you take from Deloitte that
you’ve applied in your other roles?
The most obvious one would be my technical financial
abilities which I use every day. Secondly, it was the ability
to attract, develop and retain talent and make your
workplace a great place to be. Thirdly, I learnt about
valuing your graduates and apprentices - they have a lot
to offer and you need to give them responsibilities and
opportunities to show that.
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A great
conductor
You need to stand behind
what you’ve done
Paul Callow
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Paul Callow, former corporate finance partner

This former corporate finance partner joined Deloitte in 1998,
and went on to leave his mark as an instigator of the highly
successful Deloitte Energy Excellence Awards.
Having worked across the electricity sector
for much of his career, Paul was privy to the
development of an industry that bears no
resemblance to what it was 18 years ago. Now a
‘retiree’, Paul is running a successful clay target
shooting busniess while indulging in one of his
greatest loves in life – restoring Landrovers and
Jaguars. Read what he had to say to us about his
experiences at Deloitte and the new territory
he’s chartering.
What stood out to you when working at
Deloitte?
Call it collaborative if you like, but I always felt I could
ask for help when I needed it and I was never once
refused. I also felt that placed an obligation on me to
help others to the best of my ability when someone
asked me. I always drew a lot of satisfaction from
seeing our more experienced analysts sitting next to the
newer guys and taking them through things. I doubt I
would be doing the things I am now if it weren’t for the
experience I gained and the connections I made while
at the firm.

What was particularly interesting about working
with the electricity sector?
One of the interesting things is how much it’s changed
since I first got involved in 1998. At that time it
comprised of 28 local supply boards and a large,
corporatised generation company owned by the
Government. Competition didn’t really exist and the
industry bore virtually no resemblance to what we have
today. Working with the industry and helping clients
through a period of such fundamental change has been
very satisfying, particularly dealing with some of the
mistakes made along the way.
You were an important part of implementing the
Deloitte Energy Excellence Awards that more than
640 guests attended last year. What inspired this?
After Freeman Media set up an online news service
called Energy News, the publisher, Matt Freeman,
suggested we run an awards dinner off the back of it.
From there, we agreed that Deloitte would take on the
headline sponsorship for the event as there was nothing
like it in the sector and I thought that we should do
something to recognise what our clients were doing.
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After a fair bit of hard work on everyone’s part, we
held the first awards night in the Wellington Town Hall
in 2010. The awards have since gone from strength
to strength and have more than fulfilled the original
objectives. Deloitte is now synonymous with the
event and it has done a great deal for our profile with
companies in the sector.
You have advised public and private sector clients
on some of New Zealand’s largest transactions
and investments – what do you need in order to
do this well?
You need to listen and earn people’s confidence, and to
do that you need to do what you say you are going to
do. Then you need to stand behind what you’ve done,
particularly if things get difficult or you get challenged.
I always used to say to new partners and senior staff,
“The consulting business is easy, just go out and talk to
your clients and they will give you work - the more you
talk to them the more work you will get.”
Now that you’ve moved on from Deloitte what
are you involved in?
One of the reasons for leaving Deloitte was to build a
career as a professional director and I am pleased to say
that soon after leaving Deloitte, I was appointed to the
board of Unison Networks Limited which operates the
electricity network that serves the Hawke’s Bay, Taupo
and Rotorua regions.
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My wife and I also moved to Hawkes Bay about 18 months
ago which has some wonderful pheasant shooting and
trout fishing – two things I’ve often enjoyed.
And you’re now the owner of Hau Ora Clay
Target Shooting?
Yes, I have been shooting for almost 20 years now and
have always enjoyed shooting clays at various clubs.
After I left Deloitte, I spent some time sorting out and
improving the shooting grounds and setting it up on
a more commercial basis and I am now in the very
fortunate position of running a business which is also
my favourite past time. An added bonus is that it gives
me access to almost unlimited practice opportunities!

Working at Deloitte will
always create options
and opportunities for
you - what you do with
them is up to you!
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You need to listen
and earn people’s
confidence, and to
do that you need
to do what you
say you are going
to do
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Our news
The latest news from
the world of Deloitte

For the latest on business issues, visit www.deloitte.co.nz to
browse our reports, publications, and newsletters. If you wish to
subscribe to any, send us an email at nzalumni@deloitte.co.nz
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Flexible work takes
centre stage at Deloitte
At Deloitte New Zealand, we’re proud to be stepping up our commitment to
flexible work, as Sonia Breeze, our Head of People and Performance explains.
For a number of years, flexible working
arrangements have been an option for our people
on a case-by-case basis. We currently have a lot
of people with varying arrangements including
some who job share and combine roles to provide
development opportunities for people. But now
we’ve launched an updated policy with blanket
provisions allowing for flexible work, and we’ve
renewed our focus on supporting our people to
work flexibly as their personal circumstances
require. Most importantly, we have buy-in from
the top down to make flexible working options
very visible throughout the firm.
Why is flexible work important to us?
On one level we’ve set ourselves some ambitious growth
targets and we need to be able to tap into and retain a
broader pool of talent to get us there.
Millennials (Generation Y) for example, are on their way
to becoming the dominant generation in the workforce.
In the United States, they are already the largest group
of workers and it’s estimated they will make up 44% of
the total workforce there in the next decade. This same
general trend is expected here.

Encouraging and supporting flexible working
arrangements is also an important part of ensuring
greater diversity. It’s now widely accepted that a
diverse and inclusive workplace is a necessary driver of
business success and competitive advantage. So much
so that diversity has achieved buzz-word proportions,
perhaps surpassing innovation or disruption in the
business vernacular.
At Deloitte, we’ve made significant progress over the
last few years since we’ve started focussing on diversity
and inclusion. This can be measured by the increased
proportion of women in both senior and partner
positions, greater overall ethnic diversity in the firm,
and a general culture shift that includes awareness of
options such as flexible working.
Our updated flexible working policy is one of a number
of initiatives aimed at increasing diversity and inclusion
in our firm. This approach is all in support of achieving
our business goals and creating more opportunities for
our people to make a difference for our clients, each
other and for our communities.
Article by Sonia Breeze - Head of People and
Performance at Deloitte New Zealand

In fact, Millennials already make up a significant portion
of our workforce at Deloitte. And they aren’t just
graduates; some are now in their 30s and moving into
manager roles.
According to Deloitte’s recently released global
Millennial Survey, flexible working arrangements rate in
the top three areas of importance (excluding salary) to
Gen Y, along with work/life balance and opportunities
to progress or take on leadership roles. An employer
who can offer these is likely to be more successful than
others at attracting this group.
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New partners

Karel Bakkes
Consulting
In March we welcomed our
new consulting partner, Karel
Bakkes, who joined us from
Deloitte China. Karel has
been based in Beijing for the
last four years, focussing on
developing and executing
a pursuit management
programme around strategic
accounts; and a leadership
development programme for
the top 50 partners of the
China firm.
Karel began his career in audit
in the Netherlands, before
transferring to consulting to lead
the CFO Services Group and the
Deloitte Global relationship with
Philips. While working in the
Dutch firm, he started looking
closely at corporate responsibility
and sustainability and to further
develop this, Karel set up the
Remarkable Foundation that aims
to empower people to find and
use their true potential.
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Richard Beauchamp
Actuarial
Karel seeks to tap into the deep
expertise we have at Deloitte on
a global scale saying, “No matter
what expertise I’ve looked for in
the past, I have almost always
been able to find someone with
the skills we needed for our clients
within our global network.”
He credits the opportunity to
work in an environment where
he can learn and be challenged
every day as a key motivator
when getting up to go to work.

Richard Beauchamp
joins Deloitte as the new
actuarial partner based in
Auckland. For the past five
years, Richard has been the
Appointed Actuary at Vero
where he led the actuarial
team and grew its capability
to meet new statutory
obligations and capital
management needs.
Richard has also served on various
committees of the New Zealand
Society of Actuaries and has been
on its council for a number of
years where he is currently the
society’s president.
Richard describes his sense of
purpose and leadership, “I like
to influence good outcomes for
others, creating change where
necessary or just doing something
that needs doing. I also like to be
sure that my team has what they
need to achieve their goals while
staying in control of the tasks at
hand and not being afraid to call
out for support and advice
when needed.“

Richard and his children are keen
sailors and have been hitting the
water as members of Glendowie
Boating Club. The Beauchamp
family are also keen travellers
and enjoy a classic Kiwi road
trip as well as more intrepid trips
further abroad.
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Diversity book launch with Juliet Bourke

How do we create more diverse thinking?
That’s the question we were asking on April 19
in Auckland and April 20 in Wellington, when
Australian consulting partner, Juliet Bourke
spoke on her new book, Which two heads are
better than one?
Juliet’s new book challenges the way we have
traditionally thought of creating diverse groups for
problem solving. For example, many feel that if they
have a gender diverse team then they’ll achieve more
holistic results. But do men and women think radically
different just because they are biologically different?
Juliet would argue otherwise.
“We’re actually not sure what we need or how effective
it will be so most of the time we just cross out fingers
and hope for the best.”
She says the traditional notion of a ‘Noah’s Ark’
approach where we take two of this and two of that
isn’t actually a great approach when brainstorming
new ideas.
“There are six different ways of approaching a problem
so we need all six approaches in a team as these are all
important for the outcome.”
In Juliet’s opinion, a great problem-solving team is not
only gender diverse, but ethnically diverse as this triggers
curiosity and causes people to ask more questions and
make fewer assumptions. It also needs to include a
diverse range of roles so putting a senior staff member
with someone more junior could reap great results.

However, once you have your team established,
it’s not just about random brainstorming.
“There is actually a very disciplined approach to
problem solving,” says Juliet.
“Without structure, the voices of those who are
cognitively peripheral, as well as those who are
more introverted are likely to be lost and outspoken
by a few,” says Juliet.
To counter this, Juliet advocates for a strategy
actually undertaken by President Obama – to
create small clusters of contribution based on
the six problem solving approaches.
“Separate people into groups to reflect their
problem solving strengths, mine their collective
insights using that single lens and then slowly
integrate different insights over the course of the
discussion.”
Juliet says that this approach is actually 20%
more innovative than comparative groups.
At the end of her talk in Auckland, Juliet was joined
in a panel discussion with Independent Director,
Vanessa Stoddart, and the General Manager of
Corporate Servcies at Genesis, Andrew Steele.
In Wellington it was the General Manager of
People and Capability at Callaghan Innovation,
Esther Livingston, and Group General Manager,
Customer Experience, Brand and People at NZ Post,
Jo Avenell.
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Puttin’ on the Ritz

Our guests were
treated to a jazz
inspired collection
from Gershwin, Nat
King Cole, Grappelli
and Ella Fitzgerald
It was a night of black ties
and pretty frocks as we
once again sponsored the
Auckland Philharmonia
Orchestra’s annual
fundraising dinner. Held
on March 8 at the historic
Shed 10 in Auckland, our
guests were treated to a
jazz inspired collection from
Gershwin, Nat King Cole,
Grappelli and Ella Fitzgerald.
The night resulted in raising a
record $135,000 to support APO
Connecting - the orchestra’s key
musical educational programme.
The highlight of the auction
was the rare and professionallymounted Fender guitar signed by
the late David Bowie.
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The APO’s director of
development, Laura Dee says,
“APO is a charitable entity and
fundraising from this event plays
an essential part in making our
work possible. APO Connecting
reaches out to communities
and schools and inspires our
city through a range of activities
including workshops, mentoring
and neighbourhood concerts.”
Deloitte is proud to support
APO Connecting as it furthers
our commitment to developing
New Zealand’s young people.
This programme instils in them a
love of music and performance
and inspires their creativity
– something we love to see
cultivated in the next generation.
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Getting down
to business
Health & Safety Leadership Survey

Global Human Capital Trends 2016

Our 2016 Health & Safety
Leadership Survey, completed
by 133 CEOs, asked the
question, ‘Are we as safe as we
think we are?’

Deloitte’s fourth annual
Global Human Capital
Trends 2016, gained
perspectives from over
7,000 HR and business
leaders from 130 countries,
including New Zealand.

In light of the recent changes to
New Zealand’s health and safety
legislation, this survey offered a
valuable snapshot of how our
country’s workplace health and
safety is managed.
According to Rodger Murphy, who
leads our health and safety practice,
New Zealand has undergone a
huge transformation in workplace
safety practices in the five years
since the Pike River tragedy.
“Overall, the survey results are
encouraging. They reflect a high
level of engagement with, and
commitment to, health and safety
by CEOs and directors. However,
the results also show some gaps
between this commitment and the
reality of health and safety practice
on the ground.”

The survey also provided an
insight into areas where boards
and CEOs could improve
performance such as verifying
their risk management systems
and ensuring their health and
safety practitioners have specialist
qualifications.
Read the full survey here: www.
deloitte.com/nz/healthandsafety

This year’s study highlights the
move from a focus on employee
engagement and retention
to overhauling organisational
structures.
Our human capital consulting
leader Hamish Wilson says
organisations need to keep
pace and meet the demands
of this rapidly evolving business
ecosystem.

Another trend that stood out
showed how the balance of
power continues to shift in
favour of the employee, causing
business and HR leaders to focus
on enhancing the employee
experience to help attract and
retain top talent.
Read the full survey here:
http://www2.deloitte.com/nz/
en/pages/human-capital/articles/
introduction-human-capitaltrends.html

“By empowering teams,
creating a new management
model, and developing a
younger and increasingly
inclusive leadership structure,
organisations are reinventing
themselves in order to innovate,
compete and thrive.”
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Getting down
to business
Tech Trends 2016

Deloitte’s seventh annual Tech
Trends report identifies eight
key trends that are likely to
disrupt businesses in the next
18-24 months.
The focus of this year’s report
‘Innovating in the Digital Era,’ is
inspired by the opportunities CIOs
have to shape their organisations.
These leaders are in a rare position
to imagine a future, and then
harness current technological
innovation to build it.
Cyber security remains a universal
concern especially as technology
continues to speed ahead. At
Deloitte, we continue to place a
big focus on cyber security and
protecting clients from threats.
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Millennial Survey

Anu Nayar, Head of Cyber, Privacy
and Resilience at Deloitte NZ,
commented that Tech Trends
2016, no longer treats cyber as
a separate topic, but rather as an
enterprise wide discipline.
“It needs to be baked into the
heart of your business strategy,
operations and workforce, to be
embedded in the planning, design
and realisation of each individual
project. The world is changing
and the opportunities are vast for
us to engage customers, and to
improve the quality and security
of the experiences we provide
them. Powering all of this is the
importance of safe, secure cyber.”
Read the full report here: http://
www2.deloitte.com/nz/en/pages/
technology/articles/tech-trends.
html

Our fifth annual Millennial
Survey revealed that
businesses must adjust how
they nurture loyalty among
Millennials or risk losing an
important percentage of their
workforces.
The Deloitte Global firm surveyed
nearly 7,700 Millennials from 29
countries around the world to
learn more about their values and
ambitions, what drives their job
satisfaction, and their increasing
representation in senior
management teams.
It found that Millennials, in
general, express little loyalty to
their current employers and many
are planning near-term exits. This
remarkable absence of allegiance
represents a serious challenge to
any business employing a large
number of Millennials, especially
those in markets—like the United
States—where Millennials now
represent the largest segment of
the workforce.

Forty-four percent of Millennials
say, if given the choice, they
would like to leave their current
employers in the next two years.
This is due to a perceived lack
of leadership-skill development
and feelings of being overlooked
which are compounded by larger
issues around work/life balance,
the desire for flexibility, and a
conflict of values.
A major driver for Millennials is to
seek employers with similar values
and a purpose beyond profit.
Interestingly, the survey revealed
that seven out of ten Millennials
believe their personal values
are shared by the organisations
for which they work, which is
the potential “silver lining” for
organisations aiming to retain
these young professionals.
Read the full survey here: www.
deloitte.com/nz/millennialsurvey
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Last word
The changing role of a modern CFO
Gone are the days when a CFO sits at their
desk keeping a beady eye on the numbers and
managing a company’s risk. The modern day
bean counters must add value to a business, be
strategic and in the case of Robert Bell, be very
hands on.
After learning his trade as a Deloitte graduate in 1991,
Robert Bell became a senior accountant a few years
later. However the skill set he left Deloitte with wasn’t
narrow by any means.
“When I was at Deloitte I was involved in a graduate
business services and tax programme – it was like a type
of apprenticeship with a focus on everything from tax
and corporate finance through to consultancy. It was a
wide ranging mix and it gave me a strong foundation of
skills that set me up to do what I do now.”

“When HRV started out more than ten years ago it
was a ventilation company with one product. Now
we have a vast number of products with a firm focus
on total home solutions including our signature Next
Generation ventilation system. This year has kicked
off with two further acquisitions as well. The first of
these being EES, a leading heat pump company, and
parts supplier, HVAC Hero.”
Robert adds that the traditional ‘C’ roles are becoming
more intertwined with other areas of the business and
less focus is being placed on their specialties.
“There is a real blurring of lines between roles in the
company which requires strong communication - it
works though because everyone is focused on adding
value to the business wherever they can.”

Based in Auckland, Robert manages the Christchurch
company, HRV Windows, while taking on the CFO role
for the parent company, Eco Products Group.
He says that while a CFO needs to do the basics well,
it’s important for them to take a leadership role, think
strategically and look for future business opportunities
– something Robert is well versed at since HRV
entered the windows business last year and acquired
two new companies this year.

Robert Bell, Manager of HRV Windows and CFO of Eco Products Group
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Let us help you discover
your potential
www.deloitte.co.nz

Keep in touch
Do you have an idea for an alumni event or
content to feature in our e-newsletter?
We would love to hear from you! Send us your thoughts
and we’ll see if we can make it happen. Email us at
nzalumni@deloitte.co.nz
Want to get in touch?
If you’d like to update your contact details, please email
nzalumni@deloitte.co.nz

Join us on social media
Deloitte NZ Twitter
NZ Fast 50 Facebook
Deloitte NZ LinkedIn
Deloitte LinkedIn Alumni group
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Hot jobs
For more information on these opportunities,
please contact our Talent Acquisition Manager
for Deloitte New Zealand, Laura Wiltshire, at
lwiltshier@deloitte.co.nz

Risk Advisory and Assurance Senior ConsultantWellington/ Auckland
We are looking to expand our internal audit, risk and
governance teams. Enjoy a fast-paced environment with
diverse client work.
Forensic Accountant - Auckland
Are you interested in progressing from external audit
into a forensic accountant position? We have an
opportunity to work in fraud investigation and counterfraud advisory.
Audit - Analyst or Senior Analyst - Dunedin
Looking to progress your audit career? We have an
exciting opportunity in our Dunedin office for a suitably
qualified person to join our winning team.
Senior Tax Consultants – Auckland
Are you interested in joining a leading New Zealand tax
team? We have opportunities across our corporate tax
team for motivated individuals.
Tax Managers - Auckland
Would you like to lead a world-recognised corporate tax
team? We have opportunities across a range of corporate
tax functions.

